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English translation: 

 

Yasser: One can say that one of the oldest parties in Syria is the Syrian Communist Party, 
which was founded in1926, roughly during that time. It was headed by Bakdash1 for a 
long time. The other main and big parties, of course, are, of course, [the] Muslim 
Brotherhood -- Mohammad el-Banna, who was in Syria and escaped after he was pursued 
--  the Ba’ath Party, which started in 1946, almost 20 years after the Communist Party 
…ah… and [the ones] who founded it were Michel Aflaq and [Salah] al-Bitar in 1946. Of 
course it spread to other countries besides Syria -- Syria, Iraq … ah … part of Palestine, 
Lebanon and [the] Maghreb2 and Gulf States also. But the center of its power is in Syria 
and Iraq.  

                                                 
1 Khalid Bakdash (1912-1995), longtime Secretary-general of the Party. 
2  Mahgreb.  “The place of sunset”; the west.  The term refers to northwestern Africa: Morocco, Algeria, 
Libya, Tunisia, and Mauritania. 



 
 … ah … that period is considered politically disturbed because several coups happened 
during that time. First, certainly within one year, several coups happened, which assumed 
[whose leaders assumed] power temporarily, after … ah … after independence in 1946 
… ah … and abolishing parties … ah …. Unity between Syrian and Egypt happened in 
1958. It lasted for a short time, until 1962, because the control of Egypt put pressure on 
the domestic politics, and the … ah … the Syrian political elite rejected this kind of 
pressure. This thing led to the separation of Syria and Egypt. 

Umm, during that time, less important parties emerged, but mainly it was the Ba’ath 
Party that was in power. And in 1966, the Ba’ath Party assumed power in Syria; I mean 
in 1963, it was the first period, and in 1966 or 1967 was the second period. In 1973, 
Hafez al-Assad … ah … completely assumed the … ah …. power in Syria after he 
accomplished a coup along with his comrades in 1970 … ah … and he ended … other 
leaders.  Some escaped, others were sent to prison. And … ah … he governed the country 
in an autocracy … ah …. Of course suppression happened against several leaders. All 
parties were exiled or banned … ah …. and their leaders were sent to prison. … umm. 
After that period, I mean, sort of, [the] modern history of Syria was controlled by Hafez 
al-Assad. In 1982, big demonstrations happened and the regime suppressed them in a 
bloody way. I mean, the main event that one remembers is the oppression in the city of 
Hama3 against the Muslim Brotherhood and Muslim parties in general … ah …. After 
that period, of course, I mean, the leaderships, either union or party, backed down to a 
large extent. In the year 2000, Hafez al-Assad died, and his son became president. 
However, that period was very disturbed, because the partisan leaderships protested the 
dictator or the oppressive system of the Ba’ath Party. And what’s called “The Syrian 
Civilian Society” was formed and … ah … several parties congregated and started to give 
lectures and a series of demonstrations … ah … that had a somewhat positive influence, 
because the government started, sort of, giving more freedom to the civilian society and 
to those leaderships and the elite and intellectuals.  

In 2003 … ah … this atmosphere [he means feeling] was completely suppressed because 
the government felt a kind of competition, and it felt the possibility of its being replaced, 
replaced by rival leaders. So from 2003 to 2006 … ah … there was … ah … like … ah … 
I mean the political parties … ah … sometimes try to avoid the oppressive perimeter or 
some of the despotic methods of the regime in different ways, through lectures, through 
films -- through different ways, either artistic or cultural, and the direct political method 
has been curtailed in general, I mean, at this time.       
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3 Hama was the site of a massacre in February, 1982. 
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